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A SELFPOWERED 
PSYCHOTRONIC GENERATOR

By Robert Hoffman

Actually, the first device of this type was invented by Christopher Hills
several years ago. His invention, on which mine is based, is called a Pi-Ray Coffer.
Technically speaking it is a Radionic broadcaster but that's where all similarities
end. There are no selector switches, specimen wells, rheostats, rubbing plates or
electrical power. Instead of utilizing rows and rows of dials like typical radionic
counterparts, the Pi-Ray Coffer is tuned or pre-set to Etheric energy fields and
requires no tuning or adjustment by the operator.

There are three basic components which
help to power and filter the coffer's energy fields.
First, it incorporates the powerful effect of the
pyramid form. But here it is two-dimensional
rather than three dimensional! Hills found
through exhaustive testing that two-dimensional
pyramid had just as much power as one of three
dimensions. This was checked by careful
checking with pendulums. I can assure you that
Hills was correct in his findings.

Second, to further amplify and clarify the
pyramid effect, a flat ceramic magnet is cemented
directly under the capstone area of each pyramid.
This now introduces powerful magnetic and
electrostatic forces.
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Third, a copper-wire spiral, rotating clockwise, is wound around the pyramid
stack on the outside of the plastic tube which encloses the assembly. This
component is very important because it acts as a filter. (It also creates a pulsing or
oscillating  field. RHC) The wire is about four inches long. It's purpose is to
neutralize harmful and dangerous "negative" green energy which radiates from the
bottom of the stack of pyramids.

It is not generally known that pyramids generate both positive and negative
green rays. Years ago it was discovered that the top of the pyramid form generates
positive green energy much like that given off by plants and trees. This force is safe
and beneficial; however, there is negative green energy being generated downwards
within the pyramids. This is the force that dehydrates and mummifies all organic
matter, including human cells. So let that be a warning to anyone planning on
sleeping, meditating, etc., under a pyramid! Negative green is dangerous and
shouldn't be played around with unless the person knows how to neutralize its
effects.

THE POWERFUL "PIRAY"

Within the negative green spiral is a narrow band called the Pi-Ray. It is
extremely powerful and must be handled with care. Egyptian occultists found that
this narrow band existed within the pyramid at an angle of 6°15′ off the east-west
plane. The granite sarcophagus in the Great Pyramid was positioned to receive the
Pi-Ray. But in order to filter out and cancel the negative green energy, enormous
solid granite stones, shaped somehow like shallow hemispheres, were placed
directly above the sarcophagus. These also amplified the narrow Pi-Ray. Initiates to
the Egyptian priesthood were irradiated by this ray to test their spiritual condition.

The three elements of our Pi-Ray Coffer incorporate the above Great Pyramid
effects. It is activated by consciousness of the operator, and will amplify whatever is
present in the person's mind, whether positive or negative!

(Jesus put it very simply in Matthew 9:22: "Thy faith hath made thee whole."
While the atomic physicist calls it the "Kindling effect". Re-read again Col.
Bearden's statement on page 10, where "virtual state modulations" of faith, of the
will, "reach the quantum threshold and observable physical change results". That is,
the person is healed. Werner Heisenberg was well aware that the "consciousness of
the operator" could upset and make unpredictable the otherwise predictable
functions of the laws of nature, as he regretfully told his German audience at
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Hanover in 1934: "The effect of the means of observation on the observed body has
to be conceived as a disturbance partly uncontrolled . . ." And the sick person wants
his cancer disturbed, to where healing forces can effectively break up the mass and
restore balance.)

It follows that whoever makes and uses my Pi-Ray instrument should have a
positive attitude. Those who use it for harm or evil are going to hurt themselves,
because the Coffer is constantly "feeding back" to the operator. A person who wishes
someone to be killed may end up killing himself.

The basic function of the Coffer is that of a psychotronic or radionic
broadcaster activated by a "witness", "tuning" the instrument to the subject's
personal wavelength and amplifying their vibrations. Any sample will do: blood
spot, hair clipping, photograph, negative, signature, or even a thought. After all, like
everything else, thoughts are resonant patterns of energy. These fields of energy are
then intensified by the Pi-Ray; however, I have added four more stages of
amplification to Hills's original design, five in all for a Pi-Ray power punch, as
shown in the photo at right, my Coffer seen from below, with the little ceramic disc
magnets under the two-dimensional pyramids.

The pyramid assembly is housed in a plastic tube of
suitable length, 8 to 12 inches, and diameter. The positive
rotation spiral is attached to the outside of the tube,
beginning at the North and its other end at the South. The
pyramid magnets are separated by dowel rod cut to about
1½ in. lengths. The pyramids are drawn or painted on
square pieces of plastic cut to fit inside the tube, with the
magnet glued directly below the capstone.

All of the magnets must be polarized or positioned
to "pull" from the top. In other words they must all attract
magnetic energy in unison from top to bottom; so be sure
to check them for polarity before they are glued. Also the
pyramid plates have to be arranged so their sides are
parallel to each other. Leave a one inch open space at the bottom of the assembly for
the Witness.
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Preferably the Witness-Amplifier should be positioned away from TV sets
and other electro-magnetic equipment. Mine works best outside where sunlight can
radiate the assembly. The North end of the wire coil and that flat side of the
pyramids should face North for maximum efficiency of the Coffer. Thus the other
three sides of the pyramids point to the Cardinal compass points.

If a person wishes to energize himself, he -- or she -- should place a witness of
himself at the bottom of the tube -- which has a second plastic tube outside the wire
coil. Personal messages may be added, such as "energy", "love", "health" and so on.
There are literally millions of uses for the Coffer. The possibilities are endless for
those who live in the "borderland". Have fun!

* * *

This little psychotronic generator is ideal for the person who needs nightly
protection from psychic attack, using his or her own witness plus a protective
symbol. Little ceramic disc magnets can be purchased from Edmund Scientific
Company, Barrington, New Jersey 08007. Send a dollar for current catalog.
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Rays from the Capstone: The Story of the Psychotronic Generator of the Pi
Ray and the Incredible Coffer (http://amzn.to/1McnkQb)
by Christopher Hills

"The Ancient Egyptians developed psychotronic tools to detect and channel the finer
forces of nature. Using miniature pyramid dynamics this incredible box duplicates the
effect of the mysterious Life Ray. Discover how to produce orgone energy for healing,
growing superior crops, or even the preservation of matter within this thorough, mind
flexing exploration of the subtler energies." (University of the Trees, 1976)

Rays from the Capstone: Harnessing Pyramid Energy (http://amzn.to/1McnkQb)
(amazon.com)
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